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FROM THE PODCAST

Hey, podcast listeners, 

Oliver Pruitt here.

Welcome to a different journey!

With all great adventure comes great risk,

but I believe in the future I’m building,

especially with Mars Patel on the way!

Happy LANDING, but do be careful.

That fi rst step is a doozy . . .

To the stars!

1100 Comments 

staryoda     38 min ago

did OP kidnap mars??

allie_ j     33 min ago

maybe OP & Mars r the same person



galaxygenius     26 min ago

no way mars is human OP is not

lostinlondon     15 min ago

OP is human and he’s saving your idiot planet

he’s saving us all
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WELCOME TO ZERO 
GRAVITY

W
hen Mars dreamed of traveling to distant planets, 

vomit wasn’t the fi rst thing that came to mind. But 

here he was hurtling through space on the Pruitt 3, 

hurling into a barf bag.

“Mars, say goodbye to Earth! You are about to go on the 

adventure of your life!” crowed Oliver Pruitt, the billion-

aire inventor who had orchestrated this journey on his 

own spaceship. Of course, he wasn’t actually in the cock-actually in the cock-

pit. Only a hologram version of him stood there. But that 

didn’t stop the man from gushing virtually from his con-

trol center millions of miles away. “Go on, fl oat around,” 

Oliver called out as Mars turned green. “Welcome to zero 

gravity!”

Just a few minutes ago, after leaving Earth, Mars had 

unbuckled his harness and felt himself free-fl oating inside 

the walls of the cockpit, somersaulting and pinwheeling 
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his way through the cabin. First he was right side up, then 

he was upside down until his limbs felt like clouds, and 

the universe zoomed by outside in a veil of darkness. Was 

this really happening to him? Was he really on a spaceship 

headed to the planet Mars?

Meanwhile, Oliver Pruitt watched, looking sharp in his 

maroon space suit. Mars wasn’t even sure when Oliver 

had changed. Back on Earth, he had appeared to Mars 

and his friends in a muted white fl ight suit. Now Mars’s 

friends and his mom were left behind, maybe forever. It 

had been twelve minutes since liftoff, but to Mars, it felt 

like a lifetime. He needed to know where Aurora was, and 

why Oliver had led him to outer space, far from everyone 

Mars loved.

But fi rst Mars had other problems. He heaved into the 

paper bag.

“I think I just barfed up a lung,” he said weakly.

“Nothing like traveling through space for the fi rst time! 

What you’re feeling, Mars, is motion sickness as your body 

adjusts to weightlessness. But don’t worry. You’ll get used 

it in no time. And then the fun really begins!”

The door to the cockpit burst open.

“Mr. Pruitt, we’ve got a problem,” announced a girl in an 

orange fl ight suit who had tumbled into the room. She was 

small-boned with a slightly upturned nose and a cascade 

of dark brown curls fl oating around her square face.
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Mars stared in disbelief. “You’re Lost in London! I mean, 

you’re Julia!” He recognized her immediately from the 

missing-children fl yers he and his friends had found back 

in Port Elizabeth. But where had she come from? Had she 

been on the spacecraft the entire time? “When did you get 

here?” he asked.

Julia rolled her eyes at him but her voice was gentle. 

“Mars, I didn’t get here, I’ve get here, I’ve been here. But honestly, I don’t 

have time to explain when we’re in an emergency. Mr. 

Pruitt, I need to know if—”

But hologram Oliver Pruitt was fading away.

Julia’s eyebrows knitted together. “Mr. Pruitt!” she 

repeated crossly.

“Sorry, Julia! Have to run! But it sounds like you’ve got 

it under control!” Oliver Pruitt was growing fainter and 

fainter until he was just a shimmer.

“Wait! Don’t go!” Mars cried out. “You need to answer 

my questions. Where’s Aurora? What’s going to happen to 

my friends and my mom? And why did you lie to me? Why 

did you make us go through all of that on Earth?”

“That’s a lot of questions,” Oliver said wryly.

“I need to know!”

“I had to make sure you were ready for the Red Planet.” 

Oliver now was barely an outline. “Wait until you get here. 

The Colony will blow your mind!”

“Colony?” Mars repeated. “Is that where Aurora is?”
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“There’s so much to tell you, Mars. About why I chose 

you for the mission. Because you are—”

The spaceship lurched horribly.

“WARNING: BREACH IMMINENT IN SECTOR C.” The 

announcement rang across the speakers, followed by an 

alarm.

“Mr. Pruitt!” Julia said again, more urgently. But Oliver 

Pruitt had vanished from the cockpit. “Oh, great! Just what 

we need. A commander-in-chief who’s MIA.”

“WARNING: BREACH IMMINENT IN SECTOR C.”

The alarm sounded again, and Mars felt like his life 

was repeating. Wasn’t it just a few weeks ago that he and 

Caddie were hiding out in a janitor closet at school during 

a Code Red? Were alarms going to follow him his whole 

life—even in space?

“Is that warning serious?” Mars asked nervously. “What 

does it mean?”

Julia had fl oated to an intercom mounted on the wall 

and now said loudly into the mic, “We need you on the 

fl ight deck—NOW!” Then she turned to Mars. “It means 

that if we don’t do something about that hole in Sector C, 

we’re going to burn up like a marshmallow on an open 

fl ame. Which is what I was trying to tell Oliver Pruitt before 

he vanished on us.”

“WARNING: CATASTROPHIC BREACH IN SECTOR C. 
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CATASTROPHIC BREACH IN SECTOR C. ALL SYSTEMS 

DISENGAGE IN THREE MINUTES.”

“Does that mean we’re going to die?” Mars felt his heart 

thud. Until now it had seemed like things were going 

well enough. Sure, he’d thought Pruitt Prep was a normal 

school on Gale Island, until he found out that it was also 

a spacecraft heading to Mars. And sure, Oliver had tricked 

him into coming on board, but Mars hadn’t expected to die 

on the man’s watch.

Now Oliver was gone. And catastrophe was around the 

corner.

“It means we have to handle this problem ourselves,” 

Julia said. “That means you, Mars.”

“But I d-don’t—” Mars stuttered in a panic. “I’ve never 

been on a spaceship, and I never—”

Julia steeled herself. “I get it. This is all new for you. It’s 

natural to freak out. But I need you to calm down so you 

can help us not die. You think you can handle that?”

Behind Julia, a panel slid open. A teenage guy in a gray 

fl ight suit fl oated in. His brown eyes were wide-spaced and 

intelligent, and he looked like he hadn’t had a haircut in 

weeks. “Places, everybody,” he said easily. “These inter-

planetary space shuttles don’t fl y themselves.”

Mars stared at him, agog. Who else was on board this 

spaceship?
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“You really took forever, Orion,” Julia said. “We have less 

than three minutes.”

Orion tumbled toward the cockpit and slipped into the 

pilot seat. He strapped himself in next to Julia, who was 

already strapped and waiting for him. “I heard, I heard,” 

he said to her. He inputted some numbers into the control 

panel. “Julia, you handle the throttle.”

“Roger that.”

Orion turned to Mars. “How about you, Butterfl y?” he 

said evenly.

“Butterfl y?” Mars repeated. “Wait, who are you?”

“Mars, Orion, Orion, Mars,” Julia said, making quick 

introductions. “He’s the pilot.”

“Think you can spin us?” Orion pointed to a wheel 

mounted on a console behind them.

“I guess,” Mars said unsurely.

“That will mean you aren’t buckled in, OK?” Orion 

asked. “So hold on tight, or you’re really going to be fl y-

ing around here like a butterfl y. Start turning that wheel. 

Now!”

The wheel was surprisingly heavy. Mars gripped the 

handle with both hands, breathing hard as he rotated. 

“What does this do?” he asked, panting.

“We’re turning this craft manually,” Orion explained, 

his eyes on the fl ight monitor. “I already applied a patch 

from the service module, using a bot. That ought to hold 
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us. Later, when we get to the space station, we’ll repair the 

breach for real.”

“OK.” Mars stopped talking as he concentrated all his 

energy on turning the wheel. Orion was right. It was taking 

everything to hold on so that Mars wouldn’t fi nd himself 

thrown against the walls of the fl ight deck.

Meanwhile, Julia and Orion continued steering while 

Mars kept turning the wheel and announcements blared 

overhead: low pressurization, acceleration, deceleration, 

oxygen levels, radiation levels. Then a few minutes later, 

the announcements stopped. The lights came on in the 

room. And the spinning stopped. Mars let go of the wheel 

and fl oated gratefully to an open chair. Through the moni-

tors, he could see the spacecraft moving forward as Orion 

fi nished entering coordinates into the panel.

“Back on autopilot,” Orion said. “And on track to reach-

ing Pruitt Space Station at expected arrival time.”

“Excellent work, Orion,” Julia said. “Of course, you are

the best pilot at Pruitt Prep.”

“Yeah, but you’re the one who spotted the breach.” 

Orion stretched back in his chair. “So that just leaves you, 

Butterfl y. Why are you here, again?”

“Why do you keep calling me that?” Mars asked.

“’Cause you look like one, fl ying around like some-

body’s gonna eat you.”

“No, I don’t!” Mars jumped up from his chair so suddenly 
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that the momentum spun him forward into the monitors. 

He leaned back, rubbing his sore arm.

“Butterfl y!”

“Quit calling me that!”

“Oh, bloody stop, both of you,” Julia said. She had clearly 

had enough. “Orion, you know who he is. He’s Mars Patel.”

Orion gave a good-natured smile and held his hands 

up in the universal gesture of backing off. Even though he 

looked a few years older, it was clear he respected what 

Julia had to say. “’Course. I was just messing with him.”

“Just because this is your second trip to Mars,” Julia 

said, “doesn’t mean you get to ruffl e everyone’s feathers.”

“I got you,” Orion said.

Behind Julia, Mars noticed something strange with one 

of the monitors. “Hey, why is it dark in the cargo hold? 

Is everything OK? Did something break when we were 

spinning?”

Orion’s smile faded. “Nope. It’s dark for a reason, Butter-

fl y. Stay out.”

“Why?” Mars asked. “Maybe you should check—”

Orion stood up quickly, his feet catapulting him off the 

ground. “I said, stay out!”

“It’s some special delivery Mr. Pruitt put Orion in charge 

of,” Julia said to Mars. “Even I don’t know what it is. But I don’t know what it is. But 

boy, does Orion get his shorts bunched up over it.”
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“Why does everything have to be so secretive around 

here?” Mars grumbled.

“Listen, Butterfl y Breath,” Orion said. “This ain’t no 

H. G. Wells Middle School. Yeah, Julia and me know all 

about you and your friends back home. If you guys don’t 

like something, you just break the rules and go to detention. 

Well, that’s not how it works here. You mess up, you DIE.”

“I think I can take care of myself,” Mars said hotly. He 

decided to ignore the fact that just a few minutes ago he 

had been clutching a barf bag.

“Mars, Orion is right,” Julia said gravely. “This is a dan-is a dan-

gerous place. Remember what just happened.”

“You mean the breach?” Mars said. “I thought that was 

an accident and we fi xed it.”

Julia and Orion glanced at each other. A whole unspo-

ken conversation seemed to fl ow between them.

“That breach was no accident,” Orion said ominously. 

“That was sabotage.”
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FROM THE PODCAST

Hey, listeners!

Do you worry that Earth is heating up,

politicians are running amok,

and no one is doing anything about it?

But that’s not true.

We are.

Every day I wake up excited because

we’re fi nding a new way to live

here on Mars.

That’s right!

And someday you’ll join us,

if you have the smarts and the will.

But there will be NO ROOM

for doubters, drifters, or disrupters.

To the stars!

2100 Comments 

staryoda     25 min ago

OP is on mars?????



allie_ j     24 min ago

OMG!!!

neptunebaby     23 min ago

OMG!!!

galaxygenius     21 min ago

I knew it

staryoda     20 min ago

Take me now earth sucks

oreocookies     5 min ago

what’s the catch
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INTERFERENCE

Six Months Later

L
ife had fallen into a routine on board the Pruitt 3. 

Every morning, Mars did pilot training with Orion, 

followed by computerized lessons on spacecrafts 

with Julia. Then Mars and Orion hit the stationary bike, 

treadmill, and weights machine on the fl ight deck for their 

daily hour of exercise. For some reason, Julia never joined 

them. She said she had her own exercise routine, which 

she insisted on doing at fi ve in the morning. Mars asked 

her why she couldn’t do it at the same time as they did.

“I can’t be hanging out every second with you guys,” 

she said as she surveyed a fl ight screen. “Somebody’s got 

to make sure we’re on track.”

Mars stared out the observation window at distant stars 

punctuating the silent and vast spacescape. The voyage 

was so smooth, it would be hard to tell they were moving 
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if it weren’t for the window. “Um, don’t you need to take 

breaks, too?” he asked.

“Whizzing meteors and fl ying debris don’t take a break, 

do they?” Julia said pointedly. “We have to watch out for 

threats to the spaceship at ALL TIMES.”

Meteors and fl ying debris? Really? So far, they hadn’t 

seen anything out of the ordinary in the six months since 

the breach. And that was something Julia and Orion that was something Julia and Orion 

wouldn’t talk about. Why didn’t they trust him? What were 

they keeping secret from Mars?

Orion tried to shrug it off. “It’s Julia’s fi rst mission, and 

she wants to get it right. So give her some space. Get it? 

Ha, ha.”

Orion had been on the last fl ight to Mars, so he knew 

all the drills and he was more laid-back. But he was not 

exactly an open book. The other big mystery aside from 

the breach was the cargo hold and why Mars had to stay 

away. But the more he pestered Orion for details, the more 

determined Orion seemed not to tell Mars a darn thing. 

At one point, Mars tried the cargo hold door when no 

one was looking, but it was locked—only Orion knew the 

access code. More secrets.

Still, a friendship had formed among the three of 

them. They ate lunch and dinner together in the crew 

cabin, making their way through reconstituted packets of 
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tandoori chicken, fettuccine alfredo, and pad thai. They 

talked about Oliver Pruitt and the Colony on Mars, and 

about the mission and why they were there.

For Julia, it was a chance to do something new.

“First I was looking for the missing kids,” Julia said, 

referring to the hundreds of children who had gone miss-

ing around the world, who were actually at Pruitt Prep. 

“Until I found out where they were. After that, it was seri-

ously boring being in my fl at in East London. It’s not like 

I’ve got a trove of kids like me to converse with. And I love 

my parents, but they own a hardware store. How long can 

I talk about lug nuts and home repair?”

“Me? I had nothing else better going on,” Orion said. 

“This is way cooler.” Mars asked him if he missed his fam-

ily. “I am my family,” was his reply.

“Well, you guys had a choice,” Mars said. “I’m just sort of 

here.” That wasn’t true. He’d had a choice. And the choice 

had been to protect his friends. And fi nd Aurora. But Mars 

didn’t know then that his choice would include going on 

some kind of interplanetary expedition.

“Maybe butterfl ies just go where the wind takes them,” 

Orion said, grinning.

That was the other thing. The teasing. But it was dif-

ferent here. Not like the Boof picking on Mars in middle 

school for being smart or weird. Here, everyone looked 

out for one another. Julia gave them daily schedules. Orion 
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always checked that the machines were calibrated just 

right so Mars didn’t get stunned or winded during pilot 

training. And when they went to bed, Orion made sure 

everyone said good night every night. Like family.

In the afternoons, the three of them conducted experi-

ments in the service module, where they grew zucchini, 

potatoes, and sugar snap peas inside an incubator, and 

built small robots to help with housekeeping. Mars was 

surprised by how busy he was. The spaceship was smaller 

than his tiny apartment in Port Elizabeth, but it had every-

thing you could want, from food to rocket fuel to exercise 

equipment to space toilets. Still, when Mars remembered 

his home, he would catch his breath. How was his mom? 

How would she manage without him? He still could hear 

her voice over the phone when he’d said goodbye to her 

from Pruitt Prep back on Earth.

“I always knew you have a great destiny,” she had told 

him, her voice cracking. Did she know what his destiny 

really was? To fl y to Mars? He’d left her behind, and all his 

friends: Caddie, Toothpick, JP, Jonas. Were they happier 

without him, or had he managed to destroy their lives, too? 

All those weeks of detention, the suspensions from school, 

and not to mention being social delinquents—that was all 

his fault, too.

The only thing that gave Mars hope was fi nding Aurora. 

At least his other friends were safe at home with their 
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families. But who was looking out for her? Her dad was 

never around, and neither was her mom. What if Aurora 

had gone on this mission with Oliver Pruitt because she 

was desperate? Because she didn’t have a choice? Or what 

if Oliver had taken her away for some other reason? So 

many secrets. Oliver Pruitt might be the most untrust-

worthy human being in the universe. And yet here Mars 

was, traveling in a rocket ship to meet him. It kind of blew 

his mind.

Meanwhile, there was no way to get in touch with his 

friends or his mom. All Mars had was an interplanetary 

phone that used some complicated technology that Julia 

had tried to explain to him, but it went in through one ear 

and out the other.

“IP phones only connect to the Colony,” she said. 

“They’re meant for offi cial business and emergencies. So 

you can forget about texting your girlfriend, Aurora.”

Why did everyone think Aurora was his girlfriend?

“I’m not texting her,” he said. Even though that was 

exactly what he was doing.

Server: interplanetary

From: thisismars

To: aurora

Timestamp: 0600

Aurora it’s prett y wild in space. did i tell u I have 2 

crewmates. Julia is super smart. Like Toothpick x 100. 
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Orion is a rly good pilot. They prob think I’m a dork. 

Write back!!

So far, Aurora hadn’t written. But maybe one of these 

days she would. He had to keep trying so she would know 

he hadn’t forgotten her.

Today he texted her because it was important—the 

most important news of all.

Aurora—landing on Mars in 24 hours!! 

See u soon I hope!

Just then, Julia’s dinner tray clattered on the table as 

she Velcroed it down and strapped herself into a chair 

across from Mars. Next to the tray, she also Velcroed down 

a training manual labeled Coding for the Next Century. It 

was written in Russian (Julia told him when he asked). 

Mars’s friend Toothpick had been the smartest person 

he’d ever known, but Julia was smarter. She knew at least 

three programming languages, as well French, Russian, 

and Japanese, and a smattering of Hindi. She only needed 

to hear something once to remember it, whether it was 

long, complicated instructions on how to deice the auxil-

iary chamber, or how to play backgammon.

The only thing Julia wasn’t good at was patience. She 

fl oated everywhere, even across the room, in a hurry. And 
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she absolutely wouldn’t allow anyone to do anything for 

her. When she had trouble removing a harness strap and 

Mars tried to help, she said in her slow but careful voice, 

“Thanks, but I’m perfectly capable of unbuckling myself, 

Mars. Stand back!” She said the same thing when she 

had to trim her own hair and couldn’t see the back of her 

head. Stand back! Or shutting the hatch to lower deck: tand back! Or shutting the hatch to lower deck: 

Stand back! Mars learned that with Julia, it was always back! Mars learned that with Julia, it was always 

stand back because she could do everything by herself, stand back because she could do everything by herself, 

thank you very much.

“Bloody boo-hoo, Mars,” she said to him with her char-

acteristic drawl, observing him now on his phone. “All you 

can think about is texting Aurora. Or Caddie or Toothpick 

or one of your other oddly named friends.”

Mars shoved the IP phone into a pocket. “You texted 

a lot, too. Weren’t you always sending me texts when we 

were back on Earth, warning me about Oliver Pruitt?”

“I was,” Julia said, peeling back the plastic seal on a 

box of rehydrated mac and cheese. “But that was before I 

understood the mission.”

“Yeah,” Mars said. Mars stirred his mystery casserole. 

He wasn’t sure what was in it because the ingredients were 

written in a foreign language. Was that roasted carrots? 

And potato? “Um, what exactly is the mission again?”

Julia’s spoon stopped midway to her mouth so abruptly 

that a few pieces of macaroni fl oated away in the weightless 
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air and she had to lean forward to catch them. “To start 

over as human beings! To do it better than the idiot adults 

back on Earth!” She cleared her throat. “Sorry, I thought it 

was obvious. Also, doesn’t it boggle your mind that we’ve 

been traveling all these months and now we’re fi nally 

about to land on Mars where we get to live in a brand-new 

colony built by kids like us? How many people get to do 

that? Especially me, I’d never think that with my . . . well, I that? Especially me, I’d never think that with my . . . well, I that

never thought it would happen to me.”

“Me too,” he agreed. “And I fi nally get to see Aur—I 

mean Mars,” he said quickly when Julia raised an eyebrow.

“Still talking about Aurora, Butterfl y?”

Orion had fl oated into the crew cabin in his pj’s. If Julia 

was the example of organization and attention to detail, 

Orion was the exact opposite, preferring to chill when he 

could, which was often. If he weren’t an epic pilot, Julia 

would have strangled him already.

“Are you ever going to stop calling me that stupid nick-

name?” Mars said.

“No, Butterfl y,” he said, rummaging through the food 

compartment until he pulled out a gray package. “Yum, 

bibimbap!”

Julia looked up. “You have to heat that one extra. And 

stir well or you’ll have lumps.”

Just then a pinging sound echoed across the room.

“Uh-oh,” Orion said. “We know what that means.”
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There was a fl ash of light, and Oliver Pruitt’s hologram 

materialized in front of them. Today he was wearing his 

customary white space suit, and he had a fi ve o’clock 

shadow on his chin as well as visible circles under his eyes. 

Could it be that Oliver Pruitt was actually tired?

“Greetings, my cosmic friends!” he called out. “I have 

been burning the midnight oil in anticipation of your 

arrival!”

“Us, too, Mr. Pruitt,” Julia said. “We have been doing 

all the necessary preparations. We know that docking 

a spacecraft at seventeen thousand miles an hour is no 

sneezing matter.”

Orion rolled his eyes at Mars, who grinned back. Julia 

was always so precise.

“Geez, don’t worry. I got it,” Orion said easily. “Tomor-

row by this time, you’ll be strolling on the Red Planet, 

catching some fi ne views of those two moons.”

“Er, right,” Oliver said. “Actually, we’re expecting you at 

eighteen hundred hours.”

“Say what?” Orion asked, surprised. “That’s in, like, an 

hour!”

“That’s also, sir, twenty hours ahead of schedule,” Julia 

said. “Are you certain?”

“We’re docking already?” Mars looked from one face to 

another.

“Affi rmative,” Oliver said. “That’s because I increased 
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your spacecraft speed remotely. We have been experienc-

ing ‘interference.’ Better you arrive before anyone else 

knows.”

“Is it the Martians?” Orion asked. “Are they giving you 

trouble?”

Oliver’s smile was steady. “Yes, but we don’t let setbacks 

slow down progress.”

“Martians?” Mars asked. “You mean like slimy green 

aliens with red eyes?”

“No, Butterfl y,” Orion said. “Mr. Pruitt’s talking about a 

small group of Colonists giving him grief.”

“They call themselves the Martians, and they’re a royal 

pain,” Julia said. “Who do you think sabotaged us six 

months ago when you fi rst came on board?” She stopped 

as if she had said too much.

“That’s what the breach was?” Mars asked. “Why didn’t That’s what the breach was?” Mars asked. “Why didn’t 

you tell me about the Martians? I mean, Colonists. What’s 

so secret about them?”

“Some of the Colonists,” Oliver corrected. “But listen, Some of the Colonists,” Oliver corrected. “But listen, 

that’s not important. I’m here to tell you to secure the 

spacecraft, get into position, and prepare for your arrival 

at Pruitt Station. You will be docking in the main area, then 

transferring to an Oliver Shuttle.”

“An Oliver Shuttle?” Mars repeated. It sounded like one 

of those rides at Six Flags.

“That’s right. Just a short ride, and you’ll be on Mars.”
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“Mars on Mars,” Orion said, grinning.

Oliver Pruitt’s hologram shimmered. “We’re all very 

excited!”

“Roger that,” Julia said. “We’re excited, too, sir! We will 

be ready.”

“Oh, and one last thing, friends,” Oliver said. “Keep this 

information about your arrival to yourselves. We don’t 

want any trouble. Understand?”

“You can count on us,” Orion said. “What about that 

special delivery in the cargo hold?”

Oliver’s eyes fl icked momentarily to Mars. “Continue as 

planned, Orion. And remember, no one is allowed in cargo 

hold.” This time his eyes rested plainly on Mars.

Mars stared back, feeling rankled. There it was again, 

secrets. After all that had happened, why was no one being 

straight with him? What was so important in the cargo 

hold?

Oliver Pruitt gave a swift salute. “To the stars!”

“To the stars!” Julia and Orion said at the same time.

“Yeah, right,” Mars muttered.

There was another ping, and Oliver’s hologram shut off.

“OK, guys, level with me,” Mars said to Orion and Julia. 

“Why do the Martians want to sabotage us? Why couldn’t 

you tell me before?”

Julia looked uncomfortable. “Sorry, Mars. Mr. Pruitt 

likes to do things his way. He says to tell you things on a 
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need-to-know basis. Right now, we need to get ready. That need to get ready. That 

means you, Mars. You’re always the slowpoke.”

“Yeah,” Orion said. “We don’t need you slowing us down 

with your butterfl y moves.”

“I heard Julia already,” Mars said. “Way to be an echo, 

Orion.”

By now, Julia had dumped her food containers in the 

receptacle and was exiting the cabin. “Time to put on your 

launch and entry suits. And don’t forget your helmets. I 

expect to see you both in the fl ight deck in exactly forty-

fi ve minutes.”

Orion snickered. “Time to get into my fancy threads. 

See you soon, Fly. Don’t get stuck in the door!”

“You’re hilarious,” Mars said, watching them go. In 

spite of himself, he felt a rush. After all that had happened, 

after all the awful things Oliver Pruitt had done to him—

humiliating him in front of his entire school, kidnapping 

his friends, and oh yeah, forcing him to ditch everyone on 

Earth for this mission—Mars was still excited. He had been 

training for months with Julia and Orion. It had taken him 

weeks to fi gure out how to lock on the helmet and gloves 

of his space suit, but now he could do it quickly. (He was 

hardly a “slowpoke.”) Mostly, he couldn’t believe he would 

be landing at the space station and heading off from there 

to Mars, where he would meet Oliver Pruitt (a jerk, yes, but 

at least a famous jerk) and fi nally fi nd Aurora.
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As Mars was throwing away his food items, he heard an 

unfamiliar buzz in his pocket. It was coming from his IP 

phone. He pulled it out quickly. Was it Aurora fi nally? So 

far she had never answered any of his texts. Mars’s pulse 

quickened as he clicked the envelope icon on the screen. 

But it was not from Aurora. It was from someone he didn’t 

know. With a warning.

Server: interplanetary

From: anonymous

To: thisismars

Timestamp: 1742 hours

Mars we know all abt ur arrival. Ur in big danger. 

We’ll fi nd u so don’t bother hiding.

DON’T TELL ANYONE YOU GOT THIS MSG or it’s 

bye bye julia & orion.



3

BREAKING THE RULES

A
s Mars put on his space suit and grabbed his hel-

met, his mind went over the message. It sounded 

threatening but kind of dorky, too, especially that 

last part—bye bye julia & orion. Did anyone actually say 

that? Or was it a joke? He stopped suddenly. What if it was 

the Martians? Should he tell Julia and Orion, or keep quiet 

like the message said?

He really missed Caddie. He missed talking stuff out 

with her. She was a good listener, but she also cared what 

happened to him. When he got locked out of his apart-

ment once in Port Elizabeth, she was the one who’d waited 

with him on the front steps of the apartment building until 

his mom came home three hours later. She was the one 

who had found him at Pruitt Prep when he’d disappeared 

from the dance that night. And when it had come time for 
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this journey, she’d warned him not to go. He didn’t listen 

then because he didn’t have a choice. But he had a choice 

now, didn’t he?

If Caddie were here, she’d say, Trust your instinct, your instinct, your instinct Mars. 

She was big on instinct. And right now, Mars’s instinct 

told him that he was being kept in the dark—by Oliver 

Pruitt, Julia, and Orion. About what was being guarded in 

cargo hold. What if the message on his IP phone and the 

secret in cargo hold were somehow related? The moment 

Mars made this connection, he couldn’t drop it. He had 

to fi nd out now. It might be the last chance he had before 

they docked.

The cargo hold was right below the crew cabin, so Mars 

got there in seconds. The only problem was that the entry 

was still locked with an access code. Maybe one of the 

other codes Mars had learned recently would work, like 

the one to the incubators or to the oxygen tank storage?

As Mars leaned over the keypad, he felt a hand grab him 

by back of his space suit.

“I knew it!” Orion’s voice jabbed at him from behind.

“Let go of me,” Mars said, struggling to break free. “I 

have to know what’s in here, or—”

“Or what?” Orion leaned over him. He was wearing an 

orange-and-yellow space suit, his helmet dangling from 

his other hand. “We gotta dock at Pruitt Station in a few 

minutes, and I can’t have you fl ying around out here, 
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getting a concussion. Come now and get strapped in the 

cockpit. That’s an order.”

“But Orion, what is Oliver Pruitt hiding that—”

“You don’t get it, do you?” Orion glared at him. “It’s dan-

gerous out here in deep space with dangerous people who 

want to destroy you.”

“I know that, Orion!” Mars said, glaring back. “Like just 

a few minutes ago, I got this—”

“I think you DON’T know,” Orion interrupted. “’Cause I 

already told you what happens when you break the rules.”

“Yeah, well maybe I got here because I know when to 

break them,” Mars muttered.

“Gu-y-y-ys . . . we haven’t got all day.” Julia’s voice rang 

out through the intercom.

Orion pulled on Mars’s arm as they climbed up a ladder 

to the fl ight deck. “You should be thankful I’m keeping you 

out of trouble.”

Mars was fuming. Back home, his friends had looked up 

to him. They’d respected him. Here? Nothing. Maybe it was espected him. Here? Nothing. Maybe it was 

better to keep the IP phone message to himself. He didn’t 

need Orion or Julia always telling him what to do.

Orion glanced at him. “Don’t worry, Fly. It will all bal-

ance out. You’ll see.”

“Whatever,” Mars said.

“There you both are,” Julia said as they entered the cock-

pit. “Honestly, you guys took forever. Places, everyone.”
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“Landing sequence will activate in three minutes,” came 

an announcement overhead. “Please turn off all interstel-

lar devices and arrange your seats in an upright position. 

The door to the cockpit will autolock for your safety in two 

minutes.”

The three of them got into their chairs and strapped 

their harnesses.

“Are you ready?” Orion asked.

“Systems check,” Julia said.

Mars slid on his helmet and locked it into place. “Ready,” 

he said.

Julia and Orion slid on their helmets, too.

“All systems go,” Julia said. “I’ll adjust the throttle when 

you say so.”

“Roger,” Orion said. “Are we ready for an adventure of a 

lifetime?” He grinned at Mars. “You good, Butterfl y?”

“When we land,” Mars said, “you’re so getting a nick-

name, too. Like Butt Brain.”

“Ha, ha,” Orion said. “I’ll take Superhero.”

Behind them they heard the metallic click of the doors 

locking.

“Landing sequence will activate in sixty seconds,” came 

the announcement.

Orion fl ipped the thrust switches.

“Godspeed, Orion,” Julia said.
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“Thanks, Julia,” Orion said. “And yo, Mars. I’ve been 

hard on you, but you’re still gold. You too, Julia.”

“Feeling is mutual,” Julia said graciously. “I couldn’t ask 

for a better team.”

“Good luck, guys,” Mars said, suddenly feeling like a 

loser. Now that everyone was being nice, he wondered if 

he should have told them about the message. About what 

awful thing might await them at the space station when 

they landed? He had let his feelings get in the way. And 

that could jeopardize their whole arrival. Why hadn’t he 

thought more carefully?

The lights in the cockpit dimmed.

“Landing sequence is activated,” came the final 

announcement. “Prepare for arrival.”

If only there was more time to warn them, Mars thought 

before he felt the spacecraft lunge full-speed ahead.
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ARRIVAL

J
ulia was getting goose bumps.

Through the fl ight window, she could see the 

outline of Pruitt Space Station come into view, 

fl oating silently like an iceberg in the dark sea of space. 

Soon she would be on the Red Planet. Soon she would 

know things about it that people on Earth would never 

dream of knowing. And sure, she would have to use a chair 

again—the last six months of zero gravity had been glori-

ous, fl oating wherever she needed. But that didn’t mean 

she wouldn’t be fi ne on Mars. She would be more than fi ne. 

She had been waiting for a moment like this her entire life.

“Throttle, Julia,” Orion said.

“Roger,” Julia replied, applying the switch and adjusting 

the speed.

Pruitt Space Station grew larger and larger as they 

approached. Like the International Space Station, the 
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Pruitt Space Station was a center for laboratory research, 

but it also served as an orbiting hub for Mars, where space-

ships could dock and refuel, and astronauts could continue 

their space journey to the Red Planet. But in other ways, 

the Pruitt Space Station was nothing like ISS, which Julia 

had studied in detail online. Instead, the Pruitt Space Sta-

tion was sleek and beautiful, shaped like a bullet gently 

revolving on its axis. From there it was a short shuttle ride 

to Mars, and someday, to other destinations beyond. In 

fact, Pruitt Space Station might very well be the future hub 

of all space travel.all

Ah—more goose bumps!

“Almost there,” she breathed. As they got closer, she fur-

rowed her eyebrows in concentration. It was important to 

dock Pruitt 3 carefully. She had been training hard with 

Orion, and she knew that even a few inches off could spell 

disaster.

“Easy does it,” Orion said. “Mars, bring up the view of 

the docking platform.”

“Roger,” Mars said, his voice strangely fl at with that one 

word.

Julia glanced at him. He sounded different. Maybe it was 

nerves. Or thinking about his Aurora friend who, frankly, 

Julia was sick of hearing about. From what she gathered, 

Aurora sounded like a nightmare, hustling off to Mars 

without a backward glance. Mars’s other friends sounded 
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a bit daffy too, but they clearly cared about him. She knew 

because one of her early jobs at Pruitt Prep was to monitor 

them through the drone surveillance system that Oliver had 

assigned to her.

That seemed like ages ago. When she had fi rst arrived at 

Pruitt Prep, she was sure Oliver Pruitt was a deranged man 

abducting unsuspecting children. For months she had 

been collecting evidence from her apartment in London. 

She had scoured online news sites every day, and each time 

a kid went missing somewhere in the world, she recorded 

it in her database and fl ooded the Internet with messages, 

only to see them mysteriously vanish, as if someone were 

two steps ahead of her, canceling all her efforts. That’s 

because someone was—and it was Oliver Pruitt!

When she had received an invitation to join his school, 

Pruitt Prep—no GIFT test required!—she had jumped at 

the chance to expose Oliver Pruitt once and for all. But 

when she got there, she realized the startling truth: kids 

weren’t being kidnapped. They were being secretly trained. 

They were preparing for Oliver Pruitt’s bold mission: to 

build a colony driven by kid ideas and kid power to form a 

perfect society of intellect, innovation, and responsibility. 

On Mars.

Some of the kids were already there. Soon she would be 

joining them and making history.

Julia returned her focus to the Pruitt Space Station. She 
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made a fi nal adjustment as she held her breath. Closer and 

closer.

“Man,” Orion said. “Will you look at that sucker? That’s 

one mother of a space station. Ease up, Julia.”

“Easing throttle,” Julia said.

“Docking imminent,” came the announcement.

“Coordinates entered,” Orion said. “Prepare for 

docking.”

Then at last, there came the sound of contact, and a 

tremendous BOOM!

They were surrounded by lights.

“Contact confi rmed,” came the announcement. “Dock-

ing confi rmed and successful. Pruitt 3 has pulled into port 

at eighteen hundred hours.”

Julia and Orion cheered while Mars grinned, but it was 

still there. A cloud fi lming his face. Julia studied him. She 

had been with Mars every day for the last six months, so 

she knew when something was wrong. But there was no 

time to coax it out of him. She’d have to do it later. Right 

now, they had an Oliver Shuttle to catch.

If the Pruitt 3 felt like a tiny apartment hurtling through 

space, then Pruitt Space Station felt like the Ritz-Carlton, 

a snazzy spacious affair with gleaming walls, long cor-

ridors, and high ceilings, with windows outfi tted on all 

sides to give a dizzying view of the universe.
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“Can I stay here forever?” Orion asked as they fl oated 

along. He pulled off his helmet, and seeing him, the other 

two did the same.

“I thought you’ve done this before,” Julia said.

“Sure, but did you take a look at this place?” Orion said. 

“It gets me every time.”

Meanwhile Mars was glancing around nervously, won-

dering if someone was waiting in the wings to accost them. 

What if that silly message on his phone was actually seri-

ous? If it was the Martians threatening him, it didn’t matter 

that they sounded babyish. All they needed was a desire for 

revenge and some interstellar weaponry to attack. Mars 

desperately hoped they would get onto the Oliver Shuttle 

without a hitch. At least once they arrived on Mars, they 

would have Oliver Pruitt for backup.

After they had exited the spacecraft, they found a robot 

waiting for them in the disembarkation area.

“Greetings,” it said politely, hovering slightly above the 

ground. “Welcome to Pruitt Station! I am HELGA, your 

transit assistant. You may use ‘she’ when referring to me. I 

will be escorting you to the Oliver Shuttle, which will take 

you to Mars. Please come with me. Use the guardrails to 

move yourself through the corridor as needed. This is a 

no-gravity space station as you know.”

“Thanks. Lead the way, please,” Julia said as they fl oated 
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behind HELGA down a metallic corridor, pulling them-

selves using the guardrails as instructed. “Er, are you OK, 

Mars?”

He gave her quick, nervous look. “Yeah, why?”

Julia shrugged. “No reason.”

Had Julia guessed about the message? But she couldn’t. 

No one could. Not even Orion, who seemed to have an 

uncanny way of knowing when Mars was up to some-

thing. He glanced at Orion, who was carrying his helmet 

under his arm somberly, lost in thought. Mars wondered 

what he was thinking about. So far, Orion hadn’t really 

talked about his life. Julia once explained that Orion was 

an orphan. No parents. No siblings. He’d grown up in 

foster care with no one waiting for him if he ever went 

back to Earth. This was his second trip to Mars—he had 

accompanied Oliver Pruitt one other time before. Once 

Mars had asked him to describe what it was like to be on 

Mars, but Orion just shrugged and said, “Why spoil it for 

you? You gotta be patient, Butterfl y! See for yourself!” That 

was Orion. Always holding back. Always keeping secrets.

Then again, Mars had a secret now, too. His eyes darted 

around. So far, nothing bad had happened. He just hoped 

it would stay that way.

A few minutes later, HELGA brought them to the shuttle 

loading station.
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“That was quick,” Mars said. “And we didn’t even run 

into anyone.” Shoot. Why did he have to say that?

“I’m sorry, I am not able to interpret that remark,” 

HELGA said. “But if you wish to initiate a running exercise 

program on Mars, please make inquiries at check-in.”

“Not that kind of run,” Mars said uneasily. He should 

really keep his mouth shut.

“Ha, ha,” Orion said. “Mars running on Mars!”

Behind them, a silver vehicle slid along the tracks and 

came to a stop.

“Your transport has arrived,” HELGA announced. 

“Please mind the gap while fl oating into the shuttle.”

Julia and Mars entered and saw seats lined along the 

sides, resembling a subway car.

“All right, kiddos,” Orion said from the platform. “Here’s 

where I say goodbye. Happy landing on Mars.”

Mars’s head jerked up. “Wait, you’re not coming with us?”

Orion shook his head. “Nah. I gotta deliver cargo to Mr. 

Pruitt.”

The special delivery Mars wasn’t supposed to know 

about. “You mean Oliver Pruitt is here at the space sta-

tion?” he asked, surprised. “I thought he was on Mars. 

Didn’t he say that?”

Orion shrugged. “He goes back and forth. I’m sure he’ll 

head over soon.”
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Mars sighed. When would people start being straight 

with him?

Meanwhile, Julia had already strapped into a seat.

“Come on, Mars,” she said. “Don’t worry. We’ll see Orion 

soon enough. And Mr. Pruitt, too. He’s the one who keeps 

saying he can’t wait to see us.”

“Please be sure to activate the oxygen tank located 

above your seat,” HELGA instructed. “Your helmet should 

engage as soon as you sit down, after which you will 

experience a steady fl ow of oxygenated air. The shuttle is 

pressurized, but we recommend you keep your helmets on 

for the duration of the short fl ight.”

Both Mars and Julia put on their helmets and Mars sat 

down in his seat.

“Are you ready for an adventure of a lifetime?” Orion 

called out, grinning.

“Are you ready to be called Butt Brain?” Mars called 

back.

“Have a safe trip to Mars. To the stars!” HELGA gave 

a robotic smile, which was basically her metallic mouth 

moving into the shape of a U. The hatch closed.

As the Oliver Shuttle slid out of the tracks, there was a 

pinging sound.

“Him again,” Mars said.

But this time there was no hologram of Oliver Pruitt, 
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only his voice coming through the speakers. “Welcome 

to the Oliver Shuttle, your one-stop transportation to the 

Mars Colony, where the future is built, one idea at a time! 

Sit back, buckle up, and prepare to be amazed!”

“If Orion’s not coming with us,” Mars said, “then who’s 

piloting the shuttle?”

“No one,” Julia said from inside her helmet. “It’s auto-

mated. Someone at the Colony has programmed us to 

leave and arrive at the welcome center. Easy peasy.”

“You’re OK with that?” Mars asked doubtfully. “You’re 

not worried something might go wrong?”

Julia snorted. “Human error is always worse, Mars. I 

trust computers more.”

Oliver’s voice continued, describing the fi fteen-minute 

journey to the Red Planet as the shuttle fl ew out of Pruitt 

Station and shot effortlessly into space.

“The Mars Colony, located to the north of Monument 

Crater, is a thriving hub of activity, with a total of four hun-

dred twenty Colonists living and working there.”

“Whoa, that’s a lot,” Mars said, surprised. He tried to 

picture the kids already there. Was Aurora one of them? 

How had they all managed to travel to Mars without any-

one knowing? His fi ngers were itching to text Aurora, but 

he was sitting right in front of Julia’s watchful eyes, and she 

would complain about all his “nonoffi cial” IP phone use 

and tell him to “be responsible, Butterfl y.”
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They were gaining speed, but the ride was surprisingly 

smooth, without even a tiny bump to remind them that 

they were in a space vehicle. Mars could hardly believe 

they were moving.

“As you arrive at the welcome center, be sure to sign up 

for Daisy Zheng’s colony tour. Visit the weather tower, the 

greenhouse, and security wing. See for yourself what prog-

ress looks like when it’s engineered by kid power.”

Mars was starting to feel drowsy in the warm, cozy 

shuttle. Would it be so bad to close his eyes? What could 

happen in the next few minutes?

Around him the lights started to fl icker.

“What’s going on?” he asked.

“I’m not sure,” Julia said. She removed her seat belt as 

Oliver Pruitt’s recording continued overhead. “Let me take 

a look at the control panel.”

“But we’re on autopilot,” Mars said. “Do you think that’s 

a good idea?”

“At the Mars Colony, we’re solving climate change 

even before it starts!” cooed Oliver Pruitt’s voice in the 

background.

“I’ll be fi ne,” Julia told Mars. “I know what I’m doing.”

She fl oated to the control area and looked at the moni-

tor. “It says we’ve cleared EDL.”

“EDL?” Mars asked.

“Entry, descent, landing,” Julia said. “We’re about to 
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enter Mars’s atmosphere. Except, wait a minute.” She 

frowned. “Something strange is happening—”

Oliver’s recording was abruptly replaced by a clicking 

sound, and then someone else’s voice came on the speaker.

“Greetings, newbies,” said the new voice.

Mars sat up, surprised. He glanced at Julia, who seemed 

equally dumbfounded.

“Don’t get comfortable,” continued the voice, “because 

when you arrive on Mars, you’re going to discover all the 

lies told to you by Oliver Pruitt, the biggest liar of all. Don’t 

expect it to be great here. Expect to die. If the atmosphere 

doesn’t kill you, the volcano will.”

“Volcano?” Mars repeated. His stomach twisted up 

instantly.

“Who is this?” Julia demanded. “Tell us your name. 

Then get lost.”

“Oh, I think Mars knows,” said the voice gleefully. 

“Maybe not our name, but what we plan to do when you 

get here.”

“You’re the Martians, aren’t you?” Julia said suddenly. 

“Wait, Mars. You know who they are?”

“I don’t, they c-can’t—” Mars stammered, not knowing 

what to say. Then Julia fi xed such a penetrating look on 

him, he blurted out the rest. “They sent me a message on 

my IP phone. I’m sorry I didn’t tell you already.”
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“Yeah, we’re the Martians.” The voice turned snide. 

“We’re here to make your life a living hell. Unless you 

decide to join us. The choice is yours. Meanwhile, we’re 

disrupting your fl ight and rerouting this shuttle as we 

speak. Forget the welcome center. You’re on a one-stop 

destination to the lava tubes.”

Julia was furious. “What? I don’t believe it.”

“You better believe it,” said the voice, laughing now. 

“We know how to hack the system. Maybe you’ve heard 

of Fang, our leader? We can hack into anything. You’re 

already reprogrammed. Ha, ha!”

Fire seemed to come out of Julia’s eyes. “I don’t think 

so!” she said fi ercely. “I didn’t travel for six months on a 

tiny spaceship eating reconstituted tuna surprise, and I 

certainly didn’t dream of being part of a mission like this 

my ENTIRE LIFE, to get thwarted by a bunch of Martian 

freaks!”

“What are you doing?” Mars said in alarm. He started 

to sweat inside his space suit. This was worse than he’d 

feared. What were the lava tubes? And what would the 

Martians do once they got there?

“I’m hacking the hack, that’s what,” Julia said, her fi n-

gers fl ying off the keyboard panel. “And it’s not going to be not going to be 

pretty.”

Mars felt like his eyes were going to pop out of his head. 
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He looked out the window and was stunned to see land 

slamming into view. “Julia, but we’re almost there! I don’t 

think there’s time!”

“I’ll make it work,” Julia shouted. “Buckle up.”

The shuttle took a sudden nosedive as stretches of 

red, barren ground came screaming to meet them. Mars’s 

thoughts turned to full-blown panic: We’re going to crash, 

we’re going to crash, we’re going to crash . . . He brought his 

knees up and squeezed his eyes shut as they braced for 

impact.
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LANDED, MAYBE

M
ars coughed, blinking in the dark, dust-fi lled cavity 

of the mangled Oliver Shuttle.

It was a miracle. How else would you describe 

being in a hijacked space shuttle, rerouted by an amateur 

hack, then crashing into Martian soil . . . and surviving? By 

now, the thin, carbon-dioxide fi lled atmosphere had infi l-

trated the broken capsule. He was grateful for his helmet 

and space suit. Without them, a few breaths of Martian air 

would have killed him.

But what about Julia?

Mars remembered then that there was a light attached 

to his helmet—all the helmets had them. He quickly 

turned his on.

There was a stirring next to him. “We bloody crashed,” 

she muttered. “Mars, are you OK?”
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Mars stood up inside the crumpled shuttle. After so 

many months of fl oating in zero gravity, it was strange to 

feel his feet on the ground again. “I don’t know how you did 

it, but you did it, Julia. You landed a space shuttle on Mars. 

And you didn’t kill us.”

By now, Julia had switched on her helmet light, too, and 

both their lights were casting dancing shadows around 

them. “I aim to please. And if I ever get my hands on 

those Martians, they’ll be sorry they ever tried disrupting 

me.” She looked at her IP phone. “No signal either,” she 

observed.

“Come on, let’s go outside,” Mars said. “Don’t you want 

to see the planet?”

Mars on Mars, he thought. If Orion were here, he’d say 

that. Now it was real. In a few moments, he would open the 

hatch and his feet would walk on Martian soil. Strange—

why wasn’t Julia clambering past him, ordering him to 

hurry?

“Mars, there’s something I have to tell you.” Julia’s voice 

sounded odd. Not her usual slow, careful drawl. But fl at. 

Strained. Different.

“You think it’s unsafe,” he guessed. “But it could be 

unsafe staying here, too. Like, what if the shuttle explodes 

or something? And don’t you want to go outside?” Mars’s 

breath rose in his throat. “We made it, Julia. We’re really 
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here! Not even the Martians can change that. We’ve been 

waiting for this moment for months.”

“Of course I’m thrilled. I’m not one of your bird-brained 

classmates. I’m not the Boof.” Julia remained on the 

ground. “Listen, I’m going to do lots of amazing things 

on Mars. I know this because I’ve done amazing things 

already. I can fl y a rocket ship, I can dock it at the space 

station, I can program, I can hack, and I can ride horses.”

“Horses?” Mars asked blankly. What was Julia getting at?

“But there’s one thing I can’t do.” She pointed down at 

her legs. “I can’t walk.”

Mars moved forward instantly. “Are you stuck? Are you 

hurt?”

Julia held out her hand to stop him. “No, Mars. I’m not 

injured.” There was a pause. “I haven’t been able to walk 

since I was eight.”

Mars stared at her through his helmet, surprised. He 

looked at her legs splayed out in front of her on the shad-

owy ground. Julia stared back, except it was the same look 

she gave him when she was explaining interstellar com-

bustion and he still didn’t get where everything went when 

he used the space toilet. “I don’t understand,” he said. “On 

the spaceship, you—”

“Floated,” Julia fi nished. “In zero gravity, you don’t walk.”

“Whoa,” Mars said. “So were you in an accident? Is that 
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why you can’t walk? S-sorry—” he stammered. “Is it wrong 

for me to ask?” The last thing he wanted to do was make 

her feel bad.

“Look, I’m going to explain this only once and then we 

don’t have to talk about it anymore. And don’t you dare 

treat me like I’m helpless. Because I’m not. I can’t walk, 

but I can do everything you can do and a lot of things you 

can’t.”

“Sorry,” Mars said again.

Julia’s voice was fi lling out. There was even a hint of her 

old humor returning. “Stop saying sorry. It has nothing to 

do with you, believe it or not, Mars Patel.”

Mars nodded. “So it wasn’t an accident.”

“It’s called Friedreich’s ataxia,” she said. “FA for short. 

It’s an inherited, degenerative disease, which means I 

was born with it, and it will get worse over time. It affects 

the nerves and muscles in my entire body. It’s also a rare 

condition. Like winning the lottery.” Here she smiled and 

he smiled back unsurely. She was so calm, it was hard to 

know how to react. “You might notice my voice sounds 

slow because FA affects my speech. That’s why I try to say 

everything clearly. And you might notice that my legs . . . 

well, maybe you haven’t noticed on the spaceship.”en’t

“Because in space you could fl oat,” Mars said, “and now 

that we’re here on a planet, where there’s, um, gravity . . .”

“Exactly. My legs don’t work the same way. I can’t 
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balance and coordinate on them so I need a wheelchair. I 

already put in a request at the Colony, but seeing as those 

idiot Martians got us stuck here . . .”

“Right,” Mars said.

There was a pause, and it seemed like she was waiting 

to see what else he would say. She looked a little worried, 

like maybe he was going to fuss over her from now on. The 

look on her face was just like when they were in the shuttle 

and she didn’t want anyone unbuckling her harness. She 

wanted to do things herself.

Mars thought for a moment. “So, should I go outside 

and see where we landed?”

Julia looked relieved. “Yes, do what you’d normally do. 

Nothing’s changed. Anyway, you’re probably dying to take 

a look.”

“You, too,” Mars said.

She shrugged good-naturedly. “You go fi rst. You’re the 

slowpoke.”

She smiled at him again, and then everything was OK. 

Even the crash, because he and Julia had made it, and now 

they were here. On Mars.

He stepped back and reached for the hatch, and with 

a great heave, thrust the door open. It was dark outside, 

but his eyes adjusted quickly. His boots made crunch-

ing sounds as he scooted out of the shuttle. Around him 

loomed steep mountaintops with jutting, mile-high cliffs. 
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It was shadowy where they were, but up high past the 

edges of the cliffs, he could see light fi ltering above them 

in a bluish, reddish haze.

They had landed deep inside a valley, where the ground 

was rocky and cracked, spreading away from him in all 

directions; it was beautiful, but it was stark and frighten-

ing, too. Never before had he felt so puny. Everything he 

knew seemed to get stripped away: his family, his friends, 

his very humanness. Was this how Earth started? Or how 

it would end?

“Oh my god!” Was that all he could say?

“What? What?” came Julia’s voice from inside. “Is it 

good? Is it bad? You’re killing me, Mars. Tell me.”

“It’s . . . red,” Mars said. Duh. Was that the best he could 

do? “I think we landed in a crater. There’s mountains 

around us; we’re in a valley, but there’s nothing green. Just 

blue and red, and the sky is so big.”

“Real poetic, Mars. Blue and red. I can see it now.”

“There’s something way over there at the top of the cra-

ter. It looks like the dome of the welcome center. That must 

be it—the Colony! You did great, Julia. We’re not too far off. 

You need to come out and see. Maybe I can—” He stopped. 

“Wait.”

At the top of one of the cliffs, a space buggy rolled up. 

Then another and another. As they lined up along the edge, 

Mars could hear the menacing roar of engines revving. 
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Then a fi gure stepped out of one of the buggies and stood 

there at the edge, peering down.

“Mars Patel?” The voice reverberated across the valley 

through a loudspeaker. “We know you’re down there. You 

can’t hide.” One by one, more fi gures stepped out of space 

buggies. God, how many of them were there?

Mars ducked back into the shuttle.

“It’s the Martians,” he said, breathing hard. “They’re 

coming for us.”
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CARGO BEEP

O
rion had a bad feeling. It had started with see-

ing his friends off in the Oliver Shuttle. Sure, he’d 

played it cool. He’d smiled and waved to Mars 

when he saw the worry pool up in his eyes. Because he 

knew Oliver Pruitt would have his head on a platter if 

he didn’t get that cargo onto the space station immedi-

ately. So he hung back, made nice with HELGA, whom he 

reprogrammed to give him the tracking coordinates for 

the Oliver Shuttle. His robotics course at Pruitt Prep had 

fi nally come in handy. He was able to view the shuttle’s 

trajectory on his IP phone as the cargo got unloaded.

There were three sealed and insulated units to unload. 

They were a mystery. They had been a mystery for six 

months. No one goes into cargo hold. No one, Orion, but you.

Those were Pruitt’s words. And Orion knew the man 

meant business. It was a year ago that Pruitt’s henchman, 
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Mr. Q, had found Orion shooting baskets at the Boys & 

Girls Club in Tacoma. Orion didn’t really care for basket-

ball. He preferred hockey and soccer, but the basketball 

court was warm and dry and beat going back to the latest 

foster home where he was staying with all the cats (the 

couple LOVED cats) and the futon he had to sleep on in the 

hall. The roof had a leak, and the rain that came in made 

the place smell dank and moldy. Nothing made that smell 

go away. Or the cats.

At the courts, there were no cats. No leaks. Just a bunch 

of high school kids playing basketball pretty badly (he fi t 

right in) or doing their algebra homework noisily over 

Doritos. Enter Mr. Q. He saw Orion tossing the basketball 

and doing everybody else’s algebra when they couldn’t fi g-

ure out the problems. He wasn’t sure why Mr. Q was there, 

but when he told Orion about this school on an island 

where you could solve even harder problems, and have 

all the food you wanted and a room of your own, Orion 

jumped at the chance. That’s how he got here, one thing 

after another, and he never looked back. No regrets. It was 

all chill.

Then he got the cargo duty. You’ll be promoted, Pruitt 

promised him. Chief fl ight offi cer, that’s what I’ll make you. 

But you mess up, and you’re out.

It was hard to be so chill after that. He saw stars in his 

eyes. Anything to climb up the ladder when he’d been on 
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the bottom rung for so long. Once Julia and Mars came 

along, though, it was weird—the last six months felt like 

family. Waking up at the same time, eating together, and 

saying good night. It was a feeling that made him happy 

but scared, too. He tried not to care too much. Because he 

hadn’t forgotten Oliver Pruitt’s promise.

The cargo made Orion curious, especially the beeps. 

They came at regular intervals. His job was to monitor 

them, to make sure they kept going, day after day. Cargo 

beep beep. Now here he was, months later at Pruitt Space 

Station, the cargo being unloaded by bots, and he could 

soon wipe his hands free of this responsibility. Then it 

would be promotion time.

Even so, Orion’s eyes keep returning uneasily to the 

dot he now saw traversing the screen on his IP phone. “I 

should have gone with them,” he muttered. When the last 

cargo unit was loaded onto the delivery bed, Orion saw 

something strange on his IP phone. The dot had jumped 

out of its trajectory. It was going somewhere else!

“What the . . . ?”

One of the bots sidled up to him. “Electronic sign-off 

required. Please provide a facial scan.”

Orion hastily leaned forward to have his face read by 

the bot.

“Thank you. Delivery complete,” trebled the bot.


